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Hearing Stream 2: Air Quality Management, Land use in riparian margins and stock access to water 
bodies, & Soil Conservation. 

Intent of SNIWC at hearing is to outline the overall benefits of forestry while outlining the short term 
nature of disturbance around harvesting activities. It must be noted that the "total package" must be 
viewed, not each operational function in isolation. 

Visual or printed copies of some of the information we provided to the Porirua Whiatua in late 2015 
will be presented to the hearing panel. The purpose of this presentation is to let you know how we 
operate and provide some context to our submissions. 

In specific reference to the SNIWC submission and subsequent section 42a report I note that we may 
not come to a conclusion at the hearing but would like to offer to the GWRC a SNIWC working group 
to help work through some of the fine tuning, especially around Rule 102: Plantation forestry 
harvesting on erosion prone land — permitted activity. This is where specific wording and 
understanding is paramount in maintaining both acceptable environmental outcomes and functional 
operations. 

Siting 5.4.5 there are a number of examples that are all but impossible to implement that need to be 
considered in the big picture. 

Hauling over waters siting debris/vegetation cannot enter surface water body (b). This is 
generally exacerbated by historic plantings right to stream edge and or poor establishment 
layout relative to harvesting needs. It is noted by industry experts that the largest impact on 
waterways in relation to harvesting is earthworks, not extracting stems using cable 
methodology. 
Standard good practice requires setbacks, this is mirrored in the NES-PF which is pending. 
We need to concentrate on minimising risk of slash mobilisation as it is very hard to 
determine qualities that could cause failures (c) 
(d) What does stabilised mean? replanted 

In regard to our submission I note the following: 

Provision #69/Point 5100/01: Definition of erosion prone land 

We request the status quo with reference definition and rules around erosion prone land for 
forestry should remain constant with current soil plan for: "any land within Area 1 with a slope of 
greater than 23 degrees; and any land within Area 2 with a slope of greater than 28 degrees" until 
NES-PF comes into effect. 

Suggested broad brush of 22 degrees doesn't take soil type into account. 

Erosion susceptibility of land is taken into account in NES-PF. Highly erodible land will require 
earthwork consent but not for harvesting. Very high erodibility will require both. Very high will also 





require consent for establishment so forest investors will understand increased requirements at 
harvest time. 

Low and moderate erosion susceptibility will be permitted but with more defined operational 
standards (as per our submission point #517/ point 04). On top of that all harvesting jobs must be 
notified to council and have HPS and Erosion Sediment Control Plans available on request. 

Also in NES-PF will be tools to assist with migratory fish species and protocols to manage other 
threated species (kiwi/bats etc...) 

Provision #514/Point S100/09: Earthworks permitted activity 

In Rule R99 suggest earthworks align with NES-PF rule for earthworks with provision for an erosion 
and sediment control plan on erosion prone land and available to the council on request. 

Provision #515/Point 5100/10: Vegetation Clearance on Erosion Prone Land 

In Rule R100 add variation to plantation forestry rules to include desiccation spraying as permitted 
activity. 	gtkik, 
Spraying cutover for efficient forest establishment critical operation to establish commercially viable 
forestry crop. 

Provision #516/Point 5100/11: Earthworks and Vegetation Clearance — discretionary activity 

In Rule R101 vegetation clearance on non-erosion prone land needs to be outlined as a permitted 
activity. This has been noted on page 47 of S42a. 

Harvesting on non-erosion prone land will have requirements under the NES-PF as stated previously. 

Provision #517/Point 5100/04: Plantation Forestry on Erosion Prone Land 

In Rule R102 propose two sets of rules, one for harvesting on erosion prone land and one for 
harvesting on non-erosion prone land. 

This will be covered in the NES-PF as above. 

Provision #517/Point S100/05-06: Plantation Forestry on Erosion Prone Land 

In Section 5.5.4 we recommended that extracting logs via cable hauling across streams/rivers 
including associated stream bed disturbance is a permitted activity on the provision all conditions 
under Rule 102 are met. Again would like to work with the GWRC on Rule 102. 

Provision #517/Point 5100/12: Plantation Forestry on Erosion Prone Land  

For Rule R102 reduce the notification time for small scale, low complexity harvest operations. 

The provision for such will be covered by the NES-PF. 
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